This is a one-day event; but if interested in camping Fri. &/or Sat. night please indicate below (you’ll be assigned part of a regular Oest tent site (no buildings for night use));

Our self-guided instructional map hikes and the "lost-proof" Route O’ start the day. This “more map, less compass” event has proven to be so much more fun over the years than compass courses, and more valuable in developing self-reliance and O’ skills. You might not win in your first year, but you should learn plenty! We don’t “sign off” O’ merit badges, but some of the toughest requirements (3 courses, for ex.) will be met as will others with some follow-up, plus the O’ part of the First Class O’ requirement.

Troops not camping may arrive at any time between 8 & 9:30 a.m., but by 8:30 to have time for the map hike and fun "head to head cross-country O’". At 1:30, troops receive maps for the grand finale, the ever-popular Score O’. Awards (4:20 to 4:45 p.m.) go to the top 55 pairs of scouts, with patches & color maps for all paying participants*. For info on O’, try the links at www.us.orienteering.org or, for other Scout O’ events in the region, www.scoutorienteering.com.

Scouts orienteering in "younger" or "older" pairs. Anyone who is any of the following is "older": 1) 1st Class; 2) 14 as of the event; 3) 13 w/ 1st Class req.#2 (O’ part); 4) O’ merit badge holder. All others are "younger." Bring everyone; troops with more than 14 scouts drop their lowest score in the troop score, 18 or more their two lowest, etc. No charge for name changes below; additions over the total below can be added at the event for $5.00. For no-shows, no patches but partial refunds later.

To be eligible for a troop award in our main category, you must have at least ten scouts. But with less, you’re still eligible in the smaller troop category and for all 110 awards given out Sat. and you of course get to fully participate in everything. For info on this event, watch www.baltimorebsa.org under “Activities;” after registering, you’ll get, a few days before the event, directions, schedule, & what-to-bring info. Otherwise, try DaveLinticum@earthlink.net or 6020 Pindell Rd., Bristol, MD 20711 if you have a question or problem. See you at the event!...... Dave L.

---

**YOU MUST MAIL THIS by Oct. 23 if you want to attend** to "Orienteering, BAC, BSA, 701 Wyman Park Dr., Balto., MD 21211" with $4 per participant (see below) payable to Baltimore Area Council, BSA. Bring a copy of this form with you to the event to re-register.

Troop/Post/Unit #__________________________ Name(s) of any Scout(s) you feel can compete by themselves in the “super-advanced” group, and why (previous success at this or other orienteering events) (you will likely have few or no scouts in this category): 1) Why?:__________________________

2) Why?:__________________________

Names of "younger pairs" of scouts (see above). Form a “triple” only if you have a Scout left over after forming all pairs. (Do not mix "older" and "younger" in the same pair (except if necessary for that one left-over pair; list that mixed pair under "older").)

Names of "older pairs" of scouts (see above):

Names of participating (paying) adults/parents (no pay= no map, no patch, no learning of navigation skills!): SM

Total above:___ at $4 each = $___  IF CAMPING:___campers x ____night(s) at $2/night =$____  TOTAL $____